Configural representations in transverse patterning with a hippocampal model.
The hippocampus is necessary in both humans and rats for learning configural representations in tasks such as transverse patterning. The transverse patterning task, (A+B-, B+C-, C+A-), requires representing individual stimuli in the context of other stimuli. This paper extends a previous application to rat data [INNS World Congress on Neural Networks, 1995; Biol Cybern 6 (1998a) 203] by applying a model of the CA3 region of the hippocampus to human data. A decision function is also added that enables the system to choose among training items. Analysis of the simulations show that configural representations are formed by unique neural codes that depend on temporal and stimuli context. Based on the simulations, we hypothesize that configural representations in biological networks depend on a proper balance of input and context representations. Furthermore, the division of labor between functions in the model is a specific working hypothesis that in learning this task the hippocampus specializes in sequence prediction and the decision function evaluates the predictions.